IM608PROIIKPA
IMMOBILIZER & KEY PROGRAMMING BUNDLE

POWERFUL HARDWARE
• 10.1" Touchscreen
• Android Operating System
• XP400Pro Key and Chip Programmer Included
• JVCI Wireless J2534 Pass Thru Programming Device Included
• IMPKA Key Programming Adapter Kit Included

DIAGNOSTICS & SERVICE
• Powerful OE-Level Diagnostics For U.S., Asian European Makes and Models
• Advanced Maintenance Services: EPB, DPF, SAS, Oil Reset, BMS
• Advanced Diagnostics Tablet Featuring AutoVIN All System AutoSCAN
• Perform Active Tests, Coding And Adaptations

IMMO & KEY PROGRAMMING
• Key Learning via OBDII Port for 85% of North American Vehicles
• Read Immobilizer Pins & Password Directly From Vehicle
• Store Vehicle Information To Use When Learning New Keys
• Smart Mode For Guided and Automated Key Learning
• Read Pin/Cs (All Keys Lost), Key Generation, Key Learning, Remote Learning
• IMMO ECU Reset/Adaptation, Refresh/Coding
• Transponder Read/Write, EEPROM/MCU Read/Write
• Expert Mode For Advanced Key Learning

Autel key programming & IMMO products are designed for professional locksmiths & NASTF-registered Vehicle Security Professionals. Please consult the licensing requirements of your local municipality before purchasing Autel’s key programming & immobilizer tools.